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Riassanto. Le rocce del Ladinico della Lombardia centrale sono costituite da estese masse di piattafor-
ma carbonatica (Formazione di Esino), suddivise da solchi intrapiattaforma. Questi ultimi possono essere

rappresentati sia da calcari scuri ben stratificati, marne e dolomie di ambiente poco o non ossigenato (Forma-
zioni di Perledo-Varenna e Lierna), sia da calcari nodulari con selce (Formazione di Buchenstein). La subsi-
denza e itassi di deposizione furono alquanto elevati ( >100 m,/MA), sia sulle piattaforme, che nei solchi
intrapiattaforma anossici.

Lo studio sedimentologico delle rocce dei solchi anossici ha permesso di riconoscere 12 litofacies

maggiori, tra cui i mudstone/wackestone, massivi o laminati, rxppresentano più dei 2/3 dello spessore totale.
Le brecce carbonatiche e i packstone, provenienti direttamente o indirettamente dalle adiacenti piattaforme
carbonariche, raggiungono il 6olo dello spessore totale delle rocce bacinali. Le altre litofacies hanno importanza
percentuale minore. Anche la micrite si ritiene sia sostanzialmente connessa alla sovrapproduzione della piat-

taforma carbonatica. Dal punto di vista dei processi deposizionali, si pensa che almeno i 3/4 dello spessore

totale siano dovuti a processi di risedimentazione. La dolomitizzazione risulta difi:sa nelle parti marginali del

bacino. Non si è rinvenuta macrofauna bentonica, e solo occasionalmente il livello dell'ossigeno disciolto
doveva raggiungere valori tali da consentire lo sviluppo di un'infauna senza scheletro mineralizzato. Nell'in-
sieme della successione studiata sono strte riconosciute due sequenze deposizionali, contrassegnate entrambe
alla loro sommità da emersione sulla piattaforma carbonatica. La seconda fu molto significativa, tanto da

portare alla estinzione del sistema piattaforma/bacino.
Il Gruppo delle Grigne è attualmente costituito da tre scaglie impilate tettonicamente. I dati concor-

danti di Riflettanza della Vitrinite, Cristallinità dell'illite, e Alterazione del Colore dei Conodonti, indicano
che vi è stato un aumento di temperatura entro le scaglie, procedendo da sud verso nord, e cioè da quella

geometricamente piu' profonda a quella piu' elevata, che ha raggiunto il campo della diagenesi profonda, se

non addirittura quello dell'anchimetamorfismo.

Ahnact. The Ladinian rocks of Central Lombardy consist of carbonate platforms (Esino Formation)
subdivided by intraplatform troughs represented either by dark, well bedded limestones, marls and dolomites
of poorly oxic to anoxic environment (Perledo-Varenna and Lierna Formations), or by grey nodular cherty
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limestones (Buchenstein Formation). Subsidence and deposition rates were high ( >too m/MA), both on the
carbonate platform and in the anoxic intraplatform troughs. Sedimentological study of the anoxic intraplat-
form rocks in the Grigne Mountains has identified 12 main lithofacies with mudstone/ wackestones, both
massive and laminated, forming more than 2/3 ofthe total thickness. Packstones and carbonate breccias, all
originating or fed from the neighbouring shallow carbonate platforms, represent 6 o/o of the total thickness in
the basin. Also the dominating micrite is thought to have originated by overproduction on the carbonate
platform. Concerning the depositional processes, almost 3/4 of the total thickness is interpreted x re-sedi-

mented. Dolomitization is widespread in the marginal parts of the basin. No benthonic macrofauna is pre-

senr, and only sporadically the bottom oxygen conrent was sufficient to support a non skeletal infauna. Two
depositional sequences have been detected, both causing emersion on the carbonare platform. The younger
emersion was severe and the platform/basin system ceased to exist.

The Grigne Mountains are presently arranged in three main tectonically stacked sheets. Vitrinite
Reflectance, Illite Crystalliniry Index, and Conodont Alteration Index, all suggest an increase of temperature
within the sheets, from sourh to north, i.e. from the geometrically deeper to the more elevated, which has

reached the field of deep diagenesis or even anchimetamorphism.

1. Introduction.

Two possible source rock units are developed in the Triassic of the western

Southern Alps, both related to carbonate platform/anoxic intraplatform trough com-
plexes. The older, Middle Triassic in age, consists of the carbonate platform of the
Esino Formation (also called San Salvatore Dolomite in Ticino, Switzerland, and
Varese province, Italy) and the related trough units of Perledo-Varenna, Lierna, Besano

and Meride Formations. This geological pattern seems to be relevant for the oil fields
of the \Western Lombardy and east Piedmont like Gaggiano, Villa Fortuna, and Tre-
cate (Pieri & Mattavelli , 1986; Conticini et al., 1987; Bongiorni, 1988).

The second group of potential source rocks are those deposed in the anoxic to
poorly oxic troughs of the Dolomie Zonate Formation, Zorzíno Limestone and Riva

di Solto Shale (Late Triassic, mostly Norian), interfingering to the wide shallow car-

bonate complex of the Dolomia Principale Formation. Their bearing to the hydrocar-
bon production in the Po Basin has been akeady discussed by Errico et al. (1979), and
by Pieri & Mattavelli (1986), dealing with the Malossa oil-field.

The Grigne Mountains at east and the Besano and M. San Giorgio belt at west,
are the only areas were the Middle Triassic potential source rock complexes crop out
(Fig. t). The present study introduces a depositional model for the eastern area, whilst
the Besano-M.S. Giorgio zone is still under study. Due to the great depth and to the
tectonically dissected pattern (Bongiorni, 1988), the subsurface data provide a difficult
picture for drawing a depositional model. These results originate from of a joint re-

search project between AGIP Spa and Department of Earth Science of the University
of Milano.

2. Geologicalsetting.

The Grigne Mountains form a small range on the east side of Lake Como in
Central Lombardy. The rocks there are well known for their Middle Triassic fauna
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Fig. 1 - Index-map of the studied area and location of the more significant oil-fields in the near-by Po

Plain.

since a cennrry (Stoppani, 1858-60) and for their thrust sheet structure (Trúmpy, 1930;

De Sitter & De Sitter Koomans, 1949; Gaetani 8c Jadoul, t979;Laubscher, 1985). They

show also a well preserved platform/intrapladorm complex, mostly developed during
the Ladinian (Fig. z).

At beginning of Middle Triassic times, the Grigne area v/as subdivided into an

emergent area to northwest and west and a shallow bay to the southeast, with a wide
terrigenous apron feeding and polluting the carbonatic bay (Gaetani et al., ilsz).
During Late Anisian times sea-level rose eustatically and the area was progressively

submerged, so that during Ladinian times a complex carbonate platform/intraplatform
pattern formed (Fig. :).

The wide carbonate platform of the Esino Formation constitutes the backbone

of three thrust sheets. However, the outcrop quality decreases from the Grigna Set-

tentrionale, to the Grigna Meridionale, via Coltignone. In the Grigna Settentrionale
the carbonate platform is about 6 km wide and interfingers to the southeast with grey

nodular to platy cherty limestones (Buchenstein Formation) and volcaniclastic hori-
zons (Pietra VerdeJike) (Pasquarè & Rossi, D6r) (Fig. 3). Locally, thick volcaniclastic
and siliciclastic input may follow ("\7engen" Formation). As far as the outcropping
area is concerned, the carbonate platform eventually prograded over these basinal sedi-

ments.
To the northv/est, the carbonate platform interfingers with dark-grey platy lime-

stones, shaly marls and grey platy dolomitic limestones (Pededo-Varenna and Lierna
Formations). Volcaniclastic input is limited. The minimal width of this intraplatform
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Fig. 2 - Stratigraphic scheme of the Anisian to Carnian units in the Grigne Mountains.

trough is about Z km along the Varenna-Menaggio alignment (Fig. :). In the Col-
tignone thrust sheet, the pattern has a similar orientation, but no basin deposits crop

out to the south. Only slope facies may be detected in the Esino platform (Brusca et

al., wtz). To the north, the platform interfingers with the basinal Perledo-Varenna

and Lierna Formations, with the orientation and width of the paleogeographic ele-

ments comparable to the Grigna Settentrionale. However, tectonic fragmentation
makes more difficult and interpretative the paleogeographic reconstmction. Finally,
facies distribution and general paleogeographic interpretation, suggest a closure of the

carbonate platforms westwards (Gaetani 8c Jadoul, 19sZ). The sediments of the anaero-

bic to disaerobic intraplatform troughs are obviously possible source-rocks. Both the

troughs in the Grigne Mountains lie on the same side of the carbonate platform, sug-

gesting some relationship to the general physiography. An hypothesis is that they lay
leewards to the dominant winds.

3. Methods.

'!le have concentrated our study on the Perledo-Varenna and Lierna Formations.
72 stratigraphic sections or outcrop logs were measured, with a total thickness of
about 14OO m (Fig. 4). About 600 samples were processed for sedimentology, petrogra-

phy,"^conodont and pollen research, vitrinite reflectance, illite crystallinity index, t'C

and 'oO isotopic content, Total Organic Carbon (TOC) and Pyrolisis Rock-evaluation.
All but the last three topics, are discussed in the present paper.

4. The basin succession.

The trough sequence consists of the Perledo-Varenna and Lierna Formations
(Fig. 2, 5, 6). The Perledo-Varenna Formation has been known since more than a

cenrury for its fossil content (daonellids, Escher v. Linth, 1853; fishes and reptiles, De
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Fig. 3 - Ladinian palaeogeography in the Grigne Mountains Group. a) outcropping; b) interpreted. 1)

mainly oxic intraplatform trough (Buchenstein Formation + "\fengen"); 2) carbonate platform
(Esino Formarion); 3) disaerobic to anaerobic intraplatform trough (Perledo-Varenna + Lierna
Formations); 4) prograding belt of the carbonate platform on the Perledo-Varenna basin; 5) hy-

porherical position of the volcanic centres; 6) prograding direction of the crrbonate platform ob-

served on the field; 7) position of the main alpine thrusts.
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Alessandri, 1910; Tintori et al., 1985) and for ornamenr stone quarring. This unit was
described in some detail by Pasquarè 8r Rossi (L970). They used the double geographic
name, merging the two facies: Calcare di Varenna and Scisti di Perledo originally
distinguished by Stoppani (1857). \fle now use these two terms as Members. The

Fio ,l - Tectonic setting of the Grigne Mountains Group and position of rhe strarigraphic sections. 1)

basement and Permian rocks of the Orobic Anticline; 2) Middle Triassic and Carnian of the Barzio
zone; 3) Coltignone Thrust Sheet; 4) Grigna Meridionale Thrust Sheet; 5 and 6) Upper Triassic
rocks of the Due Mani, Resegone and Muschiada Sheets; 7) Grigna Settentrionale Thrust Sheer; 8)

Perledo-Varenna Fm. outcrops in various tectonic settings; 9) crystalline basement; 10) thrusts; 11)

faults; tZ) sense of tectonic transporti 13) stratigraphic sections: 1 - Parlasco; 2 - Gittana; 3 -

Sperone;4-LaGatta;5-Somana;6-Val Meria;7-Grumo;8-Morcate;9-Varenna;10-
Sornico; 11 - Mandello; 12 - S. Anna. (From Jadoul tc Gaetani, 1987, modified).
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- Srratigraphic scheme for the Colrignone Thrust Sheet. Note that the base of the Perledo-Varenna
is not croppini out in this sheet. Numbers refer to the stratigraphic sections of Fig. 4.

Varenna Limestone Member consists of well bedded grey-dark limestones, subdivided
by thin sheets of marls and dark clays (Fig. z). The basal part is dolomitized, as well
as the marginal fringe of this unit, for an average width of 500 m, where it makes

transition to the carbonate platform of the Esino Formation. The maximum measured

thickness is about 400 m. In the upper part, several calciruditic horizons appear, and

are more frequent near the carbonate platform (Fig. e).

The Perledo Member is much richer in thin bedded marly to shaly intercala-

tions, which may form 10 to 50 cm sets, intercalated in the evenly laminated dark
gre" limestones (Fig. 8). Most of the vertebrate fauna originates from this unit, which
rarely attains 100 m thickness.

Above the Perledo-Varenna Formation we distinguish a nevr unit, the Lierna
Formation, which is very poorly represented in the Grigna Settentrionale, where it
was distinguished as "Marne gialline" by Gianotti and Tannoia (1988). It is rnuch

better exposed in the Lierna area, in the Coltignone Thrust Sheet. In this sheet it was

previously referred to the Carnian Gorno Formation (Francani, 1921), suggesting a

complicated tectonic pattern. \le consider that the tectonics of the area are much
simpler and that the Ladinian Lierna Formation simply lies above the Perledo Mem-
ber. It consists of an alternance of grey well bedded laminated limestones and

dolomites, with subordinated dark grey massive limestones, marls, and tuffitic layers.

In the topmost part peritidal yellow dolomites are also present. The thickness is 130 m.

z'- ///// //

CARNIAN UNITS

0 lkn
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- Dark grey, very finely laminated mudstones (Facies Mll) in the Perledo Member of the Perledo

Varenna Formation.
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5. Facies analysis.

A total thickness of tzgl m was measured and analyzed in detail in the Perledo-
Varenna Formation, and 130 m within the Lierna Formation.

5.1 Perledo-Varenna Formation.

In this unit twelve main lithofacies have been distinguished (Fig. 9-11).

1. Dark grey, finely parallel laminated mudstones and wackestones (M\71; Mll).
Two end rnembers have been designated. The first one (M\ll) consists of alternating
mudstone and wackestone laminae, containing scattered fossils (pelecypods, Radiolaria,
ostracods) and peloids. Facies M\ll occurs in beds up to 20 cm thick, often separated

by very thin black shale layers. This facies represents about I4o/o of the measured

sections in the Grigna Settentrionale Sheet and the 10% in the Coltignone Sheet. Fa-

cies MVI is inferred to represent grain-to-grain settling, in which laminae are related
to periodic fluctuations in the biogenic carbonate input. Their preservation is due to
unfavourable bottom conditions for life (cf. Facies 82.2 of Pickering et al., 19S6).

The second end member (Facies Mll, Fig. 7) consists of calcareous laminae (mud-

stone) rythmically alternating with very thin marly limestone laminae. Facies Mll oc-

curs in sections a few cm to several m thick; individual beds are not easily detectable.
This facies represents about 1.7o/o in the Grigna Settentrionale and 7o/o in the Col-
tignone Sheet. Depositional processes are inferred to be very similar to those of Facies

M\fl. Laminae are related to periodic fluctuations of biogenic and terrigenous mate-
rial, within anoxic bottom conditions.

2. Dark grey, stnrctllreless rnudsrones and wackestones (M\lmll; M\lm/z\
Two end-members have been distinguished. The first one (Facies M\ímll, Fig. 8)

prevails and consists of structureless mudstones and wackestones, often characterízed
by very thin, floating black shale clasts, up to 2 cm. This facies occurs in beds 2 cm to
25 cm thick, often separated by thin black shale layers. The wackestones contain fos-
sils (Ostracoda, Foraminifera, etc.) and peloids. The second one (Facies MV/m/2) is

sirnilar to M\fml1, occurring in thicker beds, generally 40-100 cm thick.
As a whole, Facies M\lml1 and /Z represenr about 50% in the Grigna Set-

tentrionale Sheet and 70 o/o tn the Coltignone Sheet. They are inferred to represent
relatively rapid deposition, respectively from dilute and high-concentration mud-domi-
nated turbidiry currents (cf. "disorganized turbidites" of Stow & Piper, 1984). The
lime mud laden currents scoured the basin bottom and ripped up thin black shale
clasts.

3. Facies Ma. \fe have grouped here some characteristic but sparsely repre-
sented lithofacies (about 3olo in Grigna Settentrionale and 4"/o in the Coltignone Sheet)

concerning: a) black, evenly laminated shales; b) dark grey shaleJimestone rhythmites;
c) dark grey, stmctlrreless or laminated marls. These lithofacies generally occurs in
thin layers, a few mm to 70-72 cm thick, exceptionally reaching 50 cm in thickness.
This facies group is inferred to represent grain-to-grain sedimentation. Laminae are
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Fig. 8 - Dark grey, slructureless mudstone-wackestones (Facies M\Vm/1), with floaring thin black shale
clasts, interbedded with mm-thick black shales or shalelimestone rhythmites (Perledo-Varenna
Formation, Varenna Member).

connected to periodic fluctuation in the biogenic to terrigenous input. Structureless
maris might be also related to dilute turbidiry currents.

4. Grey to dark grey packstones (PC). This facies consists of packstones mainly
made of fossil fragments (pelecypods, Algae, Ostracoda, Foraminifera), while locally
peloids may be abundant. The packstones are often characterízed by current ripple
laminations or parallel laminations, and occur in beds up to 50 cm thick. This facies
represent only 1-2o/o of the measured sections in the Grigna thrust sheets and testifies
to occasionaily active tractive currents on the basin bottom.

5. Grey to dark grey, normally graded packstones (PCg). These packsrones are
made of intraclasts and bioclasts (pelerypods, Algae, etc.) and occur in beds 10-60 cm,
exceptionally 100 cm, thick. The grain size at the bed base may reach 1-2 cm. Over
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the often erosional base, beds are characterized by well-developed normal grading.

They show a structureless los/er subdivision overlain by parallel lamination, and

possibly passing up into ripple lamination.
Facies PCg is not frequent in both major thrust sheets, representing 2-3 o/o of the

total measured thickness. It is inferred to represent deposition from high concentra-
tion turbidity currents (cf. Facies C 2.I of Pickering et al., 1186).

6. Grey to dark grey calcareous breccias (BC). Facies BC includes rocks made of
mudstone, wackestone and, locally, dolomite fragments. Grain sizes are generally from
a few cm to 15 cm, but clasts up to several dm may be exceptionally present. Bioclasts
are also frequent. Facies BC occurs in 20 cm to 2 m thick beds, mostly concentrated
near the transition to the carbonate platform. Towards the bottom of the basin, car-

bonate breccias rarely exceed 1% of the total,thickness.
Sorne different types have been observed: clast-supported, normally graded

breccias; clast-supported, structureless breccias; matrix-supported breccias (grouped as

F in Fig. 9 and 10). The clast-supported breccias are related to rapid sedimentation
from high concentration turbidity currents or debris flows (cfl Facies A 1.1 and A 2.3

of Pickering et al., 1986). The matrix-supported breccias should derive by freeziog

MWI+MII

MWm/1+MWm/2

Ma

PC+PCg

BC+F
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PDg
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s

T+Tf

%

Fig. 9 - Lithofacies distribucion in the Perledo-Varenna Formation in the Grigna Setrentrionale Thrust
Sheet. For acronyms refer to the text.
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from cohesive debris flows (cf. Facies A 1.3 of Pickering et al., 1986).

7. Grey to dark grey, finely laminated dolomites (Dl). These rocks are inferred
to represent a dolomitized version of Facies M\fl and Mll. Facies Dl constitutes
about the |oo/o of. the measured thickness in the northern sheet, whilst it is mostly
absent in the Coltignone, because the base of the unit is tectonically missing.

8. Grey to dark grey, stmcfltreless dolomites (Dm/l; Dm/2). These rocks are

inferred to be a dolomitized counterpart of Facies M\ím,/l and /2. They were found
only in the northern sheet, where they represent about the l2o/o of the measured

thickness.
9. Grey, normally graded dolomitic packstones (PDg). These dolomites are made

of bioclasts (Algae, pelerypods, gastropods) and locally peloids. They show well-
developed normal grading and occur in beds from a few cm to 45 cm thick. This facies
is inferred to be the dolomitized counterpart of Facies PCg, and represents only the
measured 1% in the northern sheet.

10. Grey dolomitic breccias (BD). These breccias occur in beds t5 cm to 1.8 m
thick. They are inferred to represent the dolomitized analogue of Facies BC. They

MWI+Mll

MWm/1+MWm/2

Ma

PC+PCg

BC+F

DI

Dm

PDg

BD

s

T+Tf

Fig. 10 - Lithofacies distribution in the Perledo-Varenna
acronyms refer to the text.
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represent the 1.5olo of the measured sections in the Grigna Settentrionale Sheet.

11. Coherent folded/contorted strata (S). Facies S layers or horizons are rare
(about 1olo to the north and 2'/o in the Coltignone Sheet). Their thickness varies from
20 cm to 2.5 m. Facies S represents mainly gravity-induced sediment sliding and

slumping; in situ, shock-induced deformation due to earthquakes is also possible (cf.

Facies F 2.1 of Pickering et al., tlse).
12. Reworked (?) medium to very fine-grained tuffs (T;Tf. \7e have included in

this group two lithofacies. The first one (Facies T) is made by medium to fine-sand

sized grains (mainly feldspars; subordinately qvartzi biotite is rare) and occurs in beds

up to 25 cm thick. Facies T is structureless or shows parallel laminations or normal
gradings. The second lithofacies (Facies Tf) is similar to the previous one, but it is

very fine-grained (pelite-size);it occurs in beds 1 to 90 cm thick. As a whole these two
facies are rare, less thar' 1o/o of measured thickness, and are concentrated in the north-
east of the Grigna Settentrionale Sheet and in the lower middle part of the formation.

In conclusion, structureless carbonate rocks appear to be the most widespread

deposits in the Perledo-Varenna Formation. The Facies MWm/t and /2 and their
dolomitic counterparts (Dm/1 and Dm/z) represent about 62o/o in the Grigna Set-

tentrionale Sheet (soz" + 12T) and 70 % in the Coltignone Sheet (Fig. 9 and 10). The
second group is represented by the finely laminated carbonate rocks of facies M\71 +
Mll. Together with their dolomitic analogues (Dl) they form 26 o/o in the Grigna

High concentration Hemipelagic, grainìo-grain settling
turbidity currents

Dil ute turbid ity currents

- Depositional processes in the Grigna Settentrionale Thrust Sheet.

Debris flows Stumping

Fig. 11
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Debris flows

Dil ute turbidity currents

Fig.12 - Depositional processes in the Coltignone Trust Sheet.

Settentrionale Sheet (160/o + 107o) and t7 o/o in the Coltignone Sheet, where no
dolomitic counterpart were rneasured. All the other lithofacies are subordinate, with
individual percentages always below 5%. Calcarenitic to calciruditic facies, counted
together, do not exceed 8% in the Grigna Settentrionale and 57o in the Coltignone
Sheet.

As far as depositional process are concerned (Fig. 11 and 12), dilute turbidiry
currents were responsible for the 62o/o to 7Oo/o of the total meazured thickness. Only
5-7 o/o was deposited under high concentration turbidity currents and debris flows.
Another 22 to 28o/o are related to grain-to-grain hemipelagic settling. Slump and pyro
clastic horizons represent the remaining deposits, which could have formed either as

hemipelagites or as re-sediments.

5,2 The Lierna Formation.

The lithofacies of the Lierna Formation are similar to those of the Perledo-
Varenna Formation, but with different occurrence percentages. Facies M\ll and Mll
represent about 50 o/o of the measured thickness, with dominance of the M\fl facies.

Facies M\fm/t and /2, and their partly dolomitized counterparts, represent here only
23%, whilst they were the majority in the Varenna Member. Facies T + Tf are more
abundant, reaching the 3 o/o, testifying to the increasing volcanic activiry towards the
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rop of the stratigraphic interval here considered. This volcanic influence is even larger

if we take in the account also Facies Ma + MaD. These consist of dark grey, locally

dolomitic marls and clays in thick beds with thin interlayered cm-thick dolomitic
beds. These facies reach 18o/o of the measured thickness and clay analyses suggests that
part of the clay might be of volcanic origin. Finally, in the top, a facies of dolomitic
mudstones and wackestones (MVD) consists of grey-yellowish dolomites, slightly
brecciated and with clay films, in 10 to 50 cm-thick beds. They represent about 5% of
the total measured thickness.

The Lierna Formation is inferred to represent a progressive shoaling in the

basin, ending with subtidal to supratidal setting of dolomites. Depositional processes

were nov/ dominated by grain-t;,1-grain deposition, with only 1/4 of the total thickness

deposed under diluted turbidiry currents. Also coarser sediments are noteably absent.

The increasing pyroclastic material is in agreement with the latest Ladinian-Carnian
evolution of the Central Lombardy area (Garzanti 8r Jadoul, 1985; Garzanti, 1986).

6. Age.

Fossil contenr is scanty, but sufficient to obtain a Ladinian age for the intraplat-
form sediments here considered (biostratigraphic classification according to Krysryn,
1e83).

Near the base of the unit, in the Parlasco section, the conodonts Gondolella
trammeri, G. constrictq G. cf, Ionga, followed a few decimeters higher by G. baka-

lovi and Metapolygnatus cf . truem,pyl have been found (identifications by A. Nicora,
Milano). They indicate an upper Early Ladinian age. Moreover, 132 m from the

base of the unit in the Morcate section the conodont Maapolygnatus hungaricus and

the bivalve DaoneLla moussoni have been collected. Similar assemblages have been

found above Regoledo. They testify to the Archelaus Zone of the Late Ladinian.
Finally, in the upper part of the Lierna Formation, in the Sornico section, the palyno-
morphs Ovalipollis pseudoalatus, Staurosarcites quadrif;.dus, cf. TriadiEora plicat4 Ri-

maesporites sp., Falcisporiter sp., Alisporites sp., have been isolated by E. Trincianti
(AGIP SGEL). They suggest a Ladinian age.

7. The platform succession.

The Perledo-Varenna and Lierna Formations grade laterally into a carbonate
platform unit called the Esino Formation. Named over a century (Hauer, 1858; Stop-

pani, 1858-60), it forms a huge composite carbonate body, about 1000 m thick in the

southeast of Grigna Settentrionale, but only 5OO m in the area of Pizzí di Parlasco.

Several lithozones may be outlined. Basal peritidal stratified dolomites represent the

transgressive set on the terrigenous shallow bay, the tidal flat and the alluvial plain. A
huge body of massive or unbedded light grey limestones, often dolomitized, forms
about ZO-80 o/o of the total thickness. \lhere not dolomitized, they consist of biogenic
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packstones and grainstones, locally mudstones. Fossil content may be abundant, with
major components made by algal crusts and envelopes, by blue-green Algae tufts as

Cladogiruanella sp., by the microproblematic Tubiplryta obscurus, and subordinately by
pelecypods, corals, and sponges, amongst which DTaiocoelia îrwnon may be recorded.

Porifera and Scleractinia, however, form only small bafflestone patches, the main body
consisting mostly of carbonatic skeletal sands. This first part ends with an emergence

surface with palaeokarst, which is better exposed on the southern rim of the Grigna
Settentrionale carbonate buildup.

A new carbonate lithozone occurs in the upper part of the Esino Formation,
usually no thicker than 2OO-3OO m. To the south, a massive lithofacies is observed,

deeply dissected by large solution phenomena and precipitation of carbonate cements

(]adoul & Frisia, 1988; Frisia et al., tl8l). The carbonate platform shows a well pre-

served interfingering with the basinal "\fengen" volcaniciastic sediments at southeast

towards the Valsassina, with clinoforms dipping up to 20-25".

To the norths/est, from Bocchetta di Prada onwards, a stratified unit crops out,
in two facies. A fully dolomitized facies is present near the transition to the trough,
with an extension of t-z km. In the area of M. Pilastro-Cainallo, a still calcareous

sequence crops out, showing a rypical peritidal carbonate sequence, with algal laminae

microfacies and skeletal sand microfacies, organized in m-thick cyclothems. From this
stratified unit come most of the described ammonites (Mojsisovics, 1882; Rossi

Ronchetti, 1960) which give the Late Ladinian age of the unit. At the top, repeated

emergence phenomena are well exposed along the Agueglio-Cainallo road (Gaetani &
Jadoul, 1986; Gaetani et aI., tlSl).

The Coltignone Thrust Sheet has a similar evolution, but is much more dolomi-
tized and the lateral transition to the Perledo-Varenna and Lierna Formations is

heavily tectonized. Also in the Piani Resinelli area, the unit ends with a very thick
section of peritidal-supratidal cycles, in which well developed tepee structLlres may

observed. The Grigna Meridionale Sheet shows instead an incomplete set of the Esino
Formation, missing the top. Moreover, it is fully dolomitized.

8. Sequence stratigraphy.

Two depositional sequences may be recognized in the Upper Anisian-Ladinian
rocks of the Grigne Mountains (Fig. 2, 5). The first has a much wider extent. Its basal

unconformiry may be identified in the topmost part of the Bellano Formation
(Gaetani, 1982; Gaetani et al., 1987) and traced through the topmost part of the An-
golo Limestone. At its base, the sequence contains a sublitharenitic/quartzarenitic
body, partially eroding a substrate of marine and transitional carbonates. The Trans-
gressive System Tracts should be represented by the Prezzo Limestone, by the basal

lithofacies of the Esino Formation and by the transition tidal f1,at/basal dolornitized
facies of the Perledo-Varenna Formation. The High Stand should be reached during
the deposition of the Varenna Limestone Member, of the bulk of the massive Esino
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Formation and by the Buchenstein Formation. This first sequence might end in the

intraplatform basin with a discontinuity situated at the base of a carbonate breccia

horizon, well exposed around Morcate and Varenna. The emersion facies on the car-

bonate platform identify the end of this first sequence.

The second sequence is much shorter and has a Low Stand corresponding to the

carbonate breccias, intermingled in the topmost Varenna Limestone, whilst the Trans-

gressive and High Stand System Tracts may be traced within the Perledo Member and

the Lierna Formation. On the carbonate platform, the peritidal cycles of the Esino

area and the slope deposits of the Valsassina side sequence belong to this. The final

regression is testified by the wide emergence and the dissolution/cement precipitation

phenomena recorded in the top of the Esino Formation, either on the massive, or on

the stratified parts.
The single depositional sequence from Late Anisian to Late Ladinian (sequence

[JAA-2.2 of Haq et al., 1988) is here subdivided in tvro parts. A secondary cycle may

be identified in the latest Ladinian, before the wider and larger sea-level fall. Such a

two-fold subdivision may be present in other areas in Central Lombardy (Assereto et

al., t977;Jadoul & Frisia, 1988; Frisia etal., tgtl). These two unconformity surfaces,

especially the topmost one, may represent excellent stratigraphic plays.

9. Diagenesis.

The Illite Cristallinity Index (IK), according to the experimental conditions of
Kùbler (lles), was measured on 1I7 suitable samples, derived from the three thrust
sheets. However, due to the very reduced extension of the Perledo-Varenna Formation
in the Grigna Meridionale Sheet, significant comparisons may be only drawn for the

two major sheets (Fig. 13, 74, 15). Most samples from the northern sheet have IK
indexes between 4 and7, thus weil into the anchimetamorphism or deep diagenesis

field. A few lie between 2.5 and 4. The Grigna Meridionale and Coltignone samples

have more scattered IK values, with the bulk between 5.5 and 11. They fall into the

diagenesis/deep diagenesis field. As a rough estimate, the two sets of rocks have

suf{ered different heating levels, increasing from south to north (Fig. 13).

A similar pattern is shown by maturity estimates from optical analysis on or-
ganic matter by means of Vitrinite Reflectance (Ro). This analysis was performed on a

Leitz Ortoplan MPV III Microscope System (reflected light, oii immersion), following
the standard procedures suggested by Robinson (1969), Durand & Nicaise (tlao), and

MacKowsky (tlsz) for kerogen isolation. A minimum of zo-zs reflectance values were

required for each sample to be statistically reliable. Fig. 1a illustrates the Ro regional

partern, on the base of 22 suitable samples collected in the three thrust sheets. In the

northern sheet the average Ro is between 1.86% and 3.7o/o, whilst in the southern

sheets, the average Ro lies berween 1.72o/o and 7.97o/o. Thus in the southern sheets

rocks remained within the wet-gas and condensates facies, vrhilst organic metamor-

phism was reached in the northern sheet.
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The Conodont Alteration Index (CAI) (Epstein et al., t977; Rejebian et aI., 1987)

was rneasured only on a few samples of the Grigna Settentrionale sheet, where the
value is between a-5 (Fig. 15). The burial temperaflrre suggested by the conodonts of
about 300" C in the Grigna Settentrionale agrees with the picture delineated by IK
and Ro.

Isotope homogeneization was also detected in the vadose cements within the
Esino Formation (Frisia et al., 1989), suggesting a late, strong, diagenetic overprinting,
probably connected with the Alpine Orogenesis.

Lower values for the IK were found by Dunoyer De Segonzac and Bernoulli
(1976) in the Upper Triassic rocks of Generoso Trough, west of the Grigne Moun-
tains. Other samples collected south of the Grona fault in Anisian rocks (our data) and

on the Corni di Canzo paleohigh in the Zu Limestone (Rhaetian) (Tesfaye, 1939) indi-
cate similar lower burial values.
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bonate units of Carnian age.

9.1 Discussion.

The burial temperatures of Perledo-Varenna and Lierna rocks give insight into
the diagenesis and deformation history of the Grigne Mountains platform/intraplat-
form complex. The south to north trend of increasing temperature contrasts with the
lower values observed in the west, at different stratigraphic levels. This is more strik-
ing because the Generoso Trough received a much heavier sediment burden during
Mesozoic times (Bernoulli, 1964; Gaetani, 1975; Gaetani & Jadoul, 1987) than the
Grigne Mountains. These latter would act more as a paleohigh during the Jurassic (as

suggested by the resedimented eadiest Jurassic breccias in the Civenna area) and thus
with a much more reduced sediment burden. It is also difficult to account the increas-
ing heating observed from south to north in the Grigna sheets on the basis of deposi-
tional changes, because the Late Triassic,/Early Jurassic structural trends would imply
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no major subsidence changes in a north/south direction (Gaetani 8r Jadoul, 1987). In
any case, more burden should expected to the south, due to the Carnian volcaniclastic
prism (Garzanti 8. Jadoul, tlss).

No indication has been detected of a plutonic body below the Grigna Set-

tentrionale, to account for the anchimetamorphic anomaly. A "from below stove
model" could be also supposed in connection with the Triassic-Jurassic extension on
the Adria passive margin, eventually resulting in the opening of the Ligurian-Piedmont

Jurassic Ocean and in a shallowing of warmer astenosphere. Evidence of this heating
from below are presently under study by Siletto et al. (pers. comm., 1990) in crystal-
line rocks, north of the Grigne Mountains. However, to account for the observed
difference, several tens of km shortening should be hypotethízed, larger than usually
considered.

Consequently we are inclined to consider the Northern Grigna heat anomaly as

due to thrust sheet tectonics. The sheets deriving from the south to north underthrust-
ing, are now under exhumation and erosion. Time and tectonic overburding (another
thrust sheet including basement rocks ?) could account, in our opinion, for the heating
anomaly.

This south to north increasing trend of the diagenesis fits with the general pat-
tern of the organic maturiry in the subsurface equivalent rocks of the Po Plain. There,
also at 5000 m depth, organic matter is often still immature ( Chiaramonte 8r Novelli,
1985; Pieri & Mattavelli, 1986; Bongiorni, tlSS).

Conclusions.

The Ladinian carbonate platforrn/intraplatform system of the Grigne Mountains
indicates the existence of troughs in which sedimentation occurred mostly under an-

aerobic to disaerobic conditions, allowing organic matter burial. The carbonate sedi-

ments are thought to derive from the neighbouring carbonate platform, which acted as

a "carbonate factory". Different depositionai processes may account for the transport
to the basin. For the Perledo-Varenna Formation the most important were dilute tur-
bi<.iry currents. They possibly originated from storm events which stirred up car-

bonate muds from the adjoining platform.
Vaters loaded with suspended carbonate particles might be carried beyond the

platform margin and plunge downslope as dilute turbidiry currents. Shale intraclasts
might be ripped up from previously sedimented black shales laminae. Rarely, high
concentration turbidiry currents and debris flows were triggered by slides involving
platform margins and slope. Hemipelagic, grain-to-grain settling took place under
generally anoxic bottom conditions, as testified by the well preserved laminations. The
benthic organisms locally found in these deposits derived from the neighbouring car-

bonate platform. No direct evidence for the water depth in the basins has been found.
The Buchenstein basin should have been deeper and the slope to the platform, espe-
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cially in latest Ladinian times, steeper than the Pededo-Varenna / Lierna basin. This is

indicated by the frequent and locaily huge carbonatic megabreccia bodies and by the

clinoforms found on the Valsassina side (Gaetani et al., 1987). Huge megabreccias are

not present in the Perledo-Varenna Formation. Taking in account 1) the coarse breccia

lenticular body cropping out near Morcate (Varenna) and its distance from the coeval

platform margin (rooo m minimum) and z) a possible average slope of 3, 4, 5 degrees

respectiveiy, possibie water depths of 160, 270 and 260 m may be calculated for the

deposition of the upper part of the Varenna Member. During the Perledo Member and

the Lierna Formation, water depth should be even less deep. This would also indicate

that the depth of the sills closing the basin and causing water stratification, were

probably only a few tens of meters.

In conclusion, this is a possible scenario to be encountered in the subsurface

source rocks-reservoirs complexes of the neighbouring Po Plain.
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